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Naturalist trends in current aesthetics 

Abstract 
In this paper we investigate some important trends in contemporary naturalist 
aesthetics in relation to two decisive issues. Firstly, it is important to explicitly clar-
ify what kind of naturalism is at stake within the debate, more specifically whether 
an account of the topic involves forms of physical reductionism, emergentism, 
and/or continuistic views of art and culture with nature. Secondly, we argue that 
it is necessary to define what conception of art is assumed as paradigmatic: 
whether this conception deals with basically autonomist approaches to art, as-
suming aesthetic experience to coincide with the disinterested contemplation of 
formal features, independently of cognitive, practical, and ethical implications, or 
whether the arts are considered an enhancement of the features of human expe-
rience and developments of other human behaviours. The second part of the paper 
will investigate some recent developments in current neuroaesthetics and fresh 
enactivist proposals in the aesthetic field which display a tendency toward a non-
reductive naturalism, views of the arts as continuous with other modes of behav-
iour and more conscious attitudes about the risks of scientism within scientific in-
vestigations. Generally speaking, we espouse an idea of culture as the natural de-
velopment of human organic experience that involves new emerging properties 
depending on the re-organization of already existing natural resources and favour 
continuistic and emergentist views as more suited to dealing with specific prob-
lems in the field of the arts and as better responding to the criticism of irrelevancy 
directed against the latter, compared to reductive naturalist approaches. 
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1. Introduction 

Naturalism is far from being a novelty in aesthetics. In the founding cen-
tury of the discipline, Friedrich Schiller strictly connected his reflections 
on beauty and aesthetics to a theory about human nature and its basic 
impulses, Edmund Burke provided a psycho-physiological conception of 
beauty and pleasure, and Johann Gottfried Herder thought that art could 
– and should – promote human flourishing, namely “the exercise of hu-
man natural capacities in harmonious engagement with their environ-
ment, including their social environment” (Zuckert 2015: 2). Nonetheless, 
it is unquestionably the case that in the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury the debate in the aesthetic field was dominated by approaches to 
the arts and art objects that were quite foreign to naturalism. The debate 
on the definition of art and its ontology mainly gave rise to culturalist ac-
counts of art, arguably also producing a sort of “semantic anesthetiza-
tion” of aesthetics from Danto onwards (Shusterman 1997). But the turn 
of the century could probably be considered a new phase in the swinging 
of this pendulum, which is now laden with new naturalist research trends 
in aesthetics: from neuroaesthetics to evolutionary aesthetics, from neo-
pragmatist aesthetics to radical embodied and enactive aesthetics. 

George Dickie’s eagerness to assert the culturalist character of his 
own theory in opposition to naturalist accounts of the art is a significant 
sign of a change that occurred in the philosophical climate. In his 1997 
paper, he assumed natural-kind theories of art and cultural-kind accounts 
to be alternative: either a theory of art is naturalistic because it claims 
that “art first emerged as a result of a natural-kind activity”, namely as an 
activity that is “written in the genes”; or a theory of art is based on cul-
tural-kind activities, that are “carried out in a self-conscious way in the 
sense that those doing the activities are aware or could become aware 
that the activities are aspects of their group cultural life” (Dickie 1997: 
26). Certain trends in current debates seem to feed such contrast by in-
volving forms of reductive naturalism both on the ontological level and 
on the methodological one (see, for example, Ishizu and Zeki 2011; Pinker 
1998). 

But are we obliged to consider cultural and naturalist approaches as 
the elements of a binary opposition, which mutually exclude each other? 
In 2004, Noël Carroll considered “the case against human nature” (Carroll 
2004: 96), i.e. the objection to a naturalist account of the arts grounded 
in the impossibility to share a universal conception of art – given the his-
toricized character of our conception of art as autonomous, and requiring 
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disinterested contemplation. The alleged incommensurability of our con-
cept of art in comparison to other views should not prevent us from see-
ing the similarities between what counts as art in other cultures and in 
our own tradition, as well as within our own culture. Carroll concludes 
that it is time for biologically informed researches and cultural-historical 
perspectives on the arts to possibly “mutually inform one another” (Car-
roll 2004: 97). 

In this paper, we argue that a dichotomic view of nature-based ap-
proaches vs culture-based perspectives in aesthetics is misleading both 
for theoretical reasons – for it depends on what conception of naturalism 
implicitly or explicitly assumed – and on the historical level, given the 
many trends in current naturalist aesthetics assuming a continuity be-
tween natural and cultural features. Instead, we believe that continuistic 
and emergentist views are more suited to addressing specific problems 
in the field of the arts and better respond to the criticism of irrelevancy 
levelled against the latter, compared to reductive naturalist approaches 
(see Richards 2019). In a nutshell, these continuistic and emergentist ap-
proaches tend to favour an idea of culture as a natural development of 
human organic experience that involves new emerging properties, de-
pending on the re-organization of already existing natural resources. 

Consequently, we think it is important to begin focusing on the spe-
cific conception of naturalism that is presupposed by different naturalist 
approaches to the arts and the aesthetics in experience (§ 2). Aesthetic 
approaches in the light of naturalizing trends in contemporary philosophy 
of mind (cf. Zeki and Lamb 1994 as well as Pinker 1998) differ from aes-
thetic inquiries adopting a continuistic stance between natural and cul-
tural features of human experience and forms of emergence to explain 
human artistic behaviours (cf. for example Margolis 2004). In section 3, 
we will consider the conception of art that is adopted as standard within 
different approaches as a second important criterion for discriminating 
between them (§ 3). More precisely, we argue that the crucial point is to 
distinguish between, on the one hand, the adoption of basically autono-
mist approaches to art, which take aesthetic experience to coincide with 
the disinterested contemplation of formal features, independently of 
cognitive, practical, and ethical implications1,  and, on the other hand, the 

 
1 See Chatterjee and Vartanian (2016), who claim that “some recent behavioural evi-
dence suggests that experts may be more capable of adopting a stance reflective of 
disinterested interest than novices. […] [Leder and colleagues’] findings are consistent 
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adoption of a view of the arts as the enhancement of the features of hu-
man experience (Dewey 1934, Johnson 2007) or as the development of 
other human behaviours (cf. Dissanayake 1980). The second part of the 
paper will investigate a couple of important positions in current naturalist 
aesthetics: neuroaesthetics and enactive aesthetics. Both display a ten-
dency towards non-reductive naturalism, a view of the arts as continuous 
with other modes of behaviours, and a more conscious attitude towards 
the risks of scientism within scientific investigations. Section 4 will be de-
voted to very recent developments in neuroaesthetics, while in section 5 
we will focus on Alva Noë’s and Shaun Gallagher’s latest inquiries into the 
aesthetic field from an enactivist point of view. 

Methodologically, we will refer to the four main fields in contempo-
rary naturalist aesthetics, which sometimes overlap. That is, neuroaes-
thetics, evolutionary aesthetics, aesthetic views inspired by Pragmatism, 
and radically embodied and enactive aesthetics. One more methodologi-
cal caveat regards the very meaning of aesthetics. Although we generally 
favour an understanding of aesthetics as the theory of experience, in this 
paper we have decided to limit our focus to naturalist accounts of the 
arts, their origin, and their functions. As will become clear, we endorse a 
continuous approach to the arts and human experience. More specifi-
cally, we support the idea that the arts are enhancements and develop-
ments of specific features found in general experience. However, a seri-
ous investigation of this issue would deserve a separate treatment, which 
we cannot provide in one single paper. 

2. What does it mean to be a naturalist in aesthetics today? 

When considering contemporary trends in naturalist aesthetics, a central 
issue is to clarify what kind of naturalism is at stake within the debate or 
is assumed by a specific approach. The point, we argue, is that there are 
many forms of naturalism, although the trend towards the so-called nat-
uralization of philosophy in the wake of Quine’s famous article, Episte-
mology naturalized (Quine 1969), has become predominant both within 
the philosophy of mind and the cognitive sciences, which lie at the basis 
of neuroaesthetics and most forms of evolutionary aesthetics (De Caro, 
Macarthur 2004).  

 
with the Kantian notion that adopting an aesthetic stance is emotionally distanced, at 
least among people knowledgeable about visual arts” (2016: 184). 
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Does assuming a naturalist stance in aesthetics involve committing one-
self to the claim that works of art are reducible to their physical supports?  
Or, more plausibly, does it imply espousing the view that those activities 
by which one produces and experiences works of art (e.g. the imagina-
tion, perception, creative invention, thought) can be explained in terms 
of the neural processes encoded in the brain?  

These are the kinds of issues we are exposed to today when consider-
ing what it means to be a naturalist in aesthetics. They differ from the sort 
of questions that were still important in the 60s, when Romanell and 
Munro (Romanell 1960, Munro 1960) tried to distinguish between artistic 
naturalism, involving an accurate representation of nature (e.g. Zola’s ap-
proach to the literary novel), and aesthetic approaches grounded in a spe-
cific philosophy of naturalism. Romanell’s central issue was the place of 
the human within the ontological framework and clarifying whether it 
could be considered part of nature or apart from it (Romanell 1960: 140). 

At the turn of the century, this scenario changed significantly. The 
standard view of ontological naturalism which emerged in the wake of 
the naturalization of epistemology is the conception according to which 
“all spatiotemporal entities must be identical to or metaphysically consti-
tuted by physical entities. Many ontological naturalists thus adopt a phys-
icalist attitude to mental, biological and other such ‘special’ subject mat-
ters” (Papineau 2007). Works of art are clearly ‘special’ subject matters, 
while also coinciding with the mental representations by which we pre-
sumably experience them.  “The driving motivation for this kind of onto-
logical naturalism” – Papineau goes on to state – “is the need to explain 
how special entities can have physical effects”. Thus, envisaging a paint-
ing by Vermeer as a source of purely perceptual stimuli processed in our 
visual brain can represent a solution to the so-called causal closure of the 
physical (Zeki 1999).  Together with physicalism and the dogma that only 
physical entities can have physical effects, the third assumption charac-
terizing current ontological naturalism is the methodological claim that 
philosophical problems must be translated into scientific inquiries – it 
they are to be real problems at all. Epistemic naturalism in aesthetics con-
sequently means, for example, converting issues about aesthetic experi-
ence in terms of neuropsychological processes. From this point of view, 
the varieties of aesthetic naturalism seem to differ according to the ex-
tent to which they are willing to reduce “value states” to “natural states”, 
i.e. states that are essentially evaluative to allegedly “factual states” that 
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are supposed to be “scientifically or empirically accessible or investigata-
ble” (Fenner 1993: 354)2. 

However, we argue, the differences between competing forms of nat-
uralist aesthetics do not necessarily regard the degree of reductionism to 
which one position is ready to submit cultural features. Cultural and nat-
ural aspects can be assumed as continuous. In other words, cultural fea-
tures can be regarded as emerging from natural resources and as re-
sponding to specific biological circumstances. For example, according to 
Ellen Dissanayake, artistic practices and aesthetically characterized inter-
actions can be considered developments of proto-aesthetic behaviours 
taking place in early infancy between babies and their caregivers and re-
sponding to the strong immaturity of human newborns – their brains in-
cluded – at birth and to their dependence from the social group of their 
intimates for survival (Dissanayake 2000). According to Joseph Margolis’ 
anthropology of the arts, cultural entities and artistic activities should be 
seen as developing from already existing materials and environmental cir-
cumstances without being reducible to them; they can be taken to pro-
duce a sort of retroaction or loop effect on previously given conditions, 
so that even humans could be considered cultural artefacts (Margolis 
2009). Noel Carroll and Carole Talon-Hugon claim that the arts play a key 
role in relation to groups’ selection and survival, because of the arts’ ca-
pacity to build a common ethos and shared affective-based modes of 
evaluation: a form of normativity through “emotional contagion”, i.e. one 
based on the specifically evolved neuro-psychology of humans’ sensibility 
and emotions (Carroll and Talon-Hugon 2013). While assuming a prudent, 
explicit notion of naturalism – i.e. the idea that “philosophy should begin 
with what the best scientific theories tells us about the world” (Richards 
2019: 9, quoting Clark 2016: 3-5) – Richard Richards adopts an “ecology 

 
2 According to David E. W. Fenner (1993), inquiries in the field of contemporary aes-
thetics can be divided into a priori and a posteriori depending on their naturalistic fo-
cus. The key difference between these two strategies is that the “[a]posteriorist be-
lieves that still within the system may be found grounds for adjudicating between 
claims, for addressing and incorporating normativity” (1993, 361). In other words, apri-
orist philosophers formulate necessary claims that have to be subsequently corrobo-
rated by empirical findings. Conversely, aposteriorist approaches take empiricism as 
far as it can go, for they present their normative findings aimed at connecting value 
and natural states “without recourse to a priori speculation or rationalistic construc-
tion” (Fenner 1993, 358). 
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of art”, involving the dynamic and mutual construction of artistic behav-
iours and engineered niches, and assigning a place to normativity and cul-
tural specificity within organic-environmental interactions. 

Criticism of reductive forms of naturalism can be found even among 
strongly embodied and enactivist aesthetic approaches, which historically 
have distanced themselves from representational and computational 
views of the mind, as well as brain-centred views of human perception 
and cognition. In his book Strange tools. Art and human nature, Alva Noë 
criticizes the “Cartesian dogmas” of contemporary neurosciences (Noe 
2015: 95), afflicting even Zeki’s neuroaesthetics. On the one hand, we 
have the idea that what matters about human nature is fixed in the brain 
– and hence that relating the arts to human nature means considering 
the brain mechanisms which occur when seeing a picture, for example. 
On the other hand, we have the assumption that human behaviours are 
governed by brain processes, independently not only from one’s body, 
but also from the environment where a specific practice occurs – for ex-
ample seeing a painting in a museum or in a video within a neuroimaging 
laboratory. In sections 5 and 6 we will take an in-depth look at more re-
cent developments in aesthetic research within neuroscience and enac-
tivism. 

Although the formulations differ, we believe that a useful, positive 
definition of that family of naturalistic stances in aesthetics can be devel-
oped on the basis of Dewey’s notion of “cultural naturalism” (cf. Dreon 
2019). 

Cultural or continuistic naturalism, such as that supported by the Prag-
matists, shares with the current naturalizing trend in philosophy the re-
fusal “to admit non-natural or supernatural resources in the descriptive 
or explanatory discourse of any truth-bearing kind” (Margolis 2002: 6). 

Nonetheless, cultural naturalism, as Dewey depicted it, differs from 
physicism and reductive naturalism because it involves a form of continu-
ity: “There is no breach of continuity between operations of inquiry and 
biological operations and physical operations” (Dewey 1938: 18). “‘Con-
tinuity’ means that rational operations grow out of organic activities, 
without being identical with that from which they emerge” (Dewey 1938: 
18). In other words, it implies a form of emergentism that clearly fore-
shadows more recent emergentist trends within enactivism3. Even 

 
3 According to Matteucci, “[i]n the field of experience-with, that is, of the aesthetic as 
described by Dewey, subject and object emerge by virtue of a correspondence that 
dynamically shapes each of its vectors, and therefore the two potential poles towards 
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though Dewey did not resort to the concept of “emergence” (see Dreon 
2022), his cultural naturalism already involved the assumption that new 
forms of organization of existing resources can emerge, characterized by 
new properties that cannot be attributed to the mere association of pre-
existing factors and circumstances. For example, salt displays properties 
– such as making food more savoury or influencing blood pressure – that 
are not shared by chlorine and sodium, whose properties (being highly 
toxic or burning when in contact with water) are very different. Analo-
gously, a statue representing a dictator elicits reverence or anger in a way 
that marble or bronze cannot. Briefly, cultural naturalism is ontologically 
pluralistic, in the sense that it is tolerant towards a variety of ways of be-
ing real (Margolis 2002): not only auditory waves but also melodies are 
real. Furthermore, it is epistemically pluralistic, insofar as it admits of di-
verse scientific accounts and conceptual frameworks as helpful in under-
standing artistic practices and objects – i.e. physiological mechanisms 
concerning perception and the emotions as well as anthropological ac-
counts about rituals and the way humans make use of images, laboratory-
based inquiries as well as phenomenological observations of artistic be-
haviours “in the wild”. A continuistic form of naturalism can engage with 
scientific investigations and results, but it does not assume that philo-
sophical issues must be translated into scientific problems, if they are to 
be regarded as problems at all. Neither does it assume physics – more 
specifically, a certain kind of physics – to be the best or most paradigmatic 
model for science. A vast range of sciences are considered challenging for 
philosophical inquiry, particularly life sciences. 

Thirdly, cultural naturalism replaces a linear conception of causality 
with a more complex view of mutually conditioning processes. Works of 
art can affect our emotive life in its most embodied organic features by 
means of its powerful symbolic meanings in ways that allegedly mere per-
ceptive stimuli cannot. 

Finally, cultural naturalism, at least in its Deweyan version, involves a 
challenging reading of Darwin’s legacy and the criticism of the assumption 
that “natural” means fixed once and for all, universal and context-inde-
pendent, and is consequently opposed to “cultural” (Dewey 1938, Mar-
golis 2002). Human nature is historicized and human artistic practices are 
similarly exposed to change and re-shaping. 
  

 
which it extends, through the ways of acting and operating the vectors themselves, 
according to the basic principle of enactivism” (2021: 11). 
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3. The hidden presupposition: what concept of art are you assuming as 
standard? 

This last claim allows us to introduce a second criterion for discriminating 
between different naturalist positions in the aesthetic field, namely the 
conception of art that is assumed as standard and informs inquiries, 
whether implicitly or explicitly. Some leading authors state the issue at 
the very beginning of their inquiry - especially those working in evolution-
ary aesthetics and having a developmental view on the arts (Dutton 2009: 
47, Davis 2012: 25, Richards 2019: 1). Similarly to anthropologists, they 
must take into account the modes and meanings of artistic practices in 
traditional societies, where participatory engagement and habits, as well 
as the profound integration of the arts in the fabric of religious, political, 
and everyday experience, are the norm. Until recently, the field of neuro-
aesthetics, at least reflected in some seminal works, would appear to 
have been little aware of the problem. Quite often it has uncritically pre-
supposed a conception of the experiencing of paintings, music, and so on 
in terms of purely perceptual, contemplative fruition (Zeki 1999, Kawa-
bata and Zeki 2004, Tooby and Cosmide 2015). Yet, as we will see in the 
next section, this situation has started to change.  

However, even among those authors who explicitly pose the issue, the 
main concern seems to be to find a unitary definition of art. The most 
reasonable way out seems to be to adopt a cluster conception of art, flex-
ible and inclusive enough to include the broad varieties of artistic and 
aesthetic practices occurring at different times and geographical lati-
tudes, and in different cultural contexts (Dutton 2009: 51). While sharing 
such a tolerant, pluralistic approach to the meanings of art, we emphasize 
that almost none of those scholars seems to consider the fact that the 
very question of the definition of art is a very recent phenomenon, prob-
ably connected to a series of specific circumstances: the production of 
artworks that are very similar or even identical to everyday objects, the 
emancipation of artistic practices from religious concerns in Western cul-
ture, the fruition of artworks in specialized places such as museums, gal-
leries, and concert halls, the development of a merely contemplative and 
allegedly disinterested experience of the arts within so-called Fine Arts or 
High Culture, and the affirmation of an autonomist conception of art, con-
sidered as a singular noun and written with a capital letter – namely as an 
overarching concept and a honorific term. 

This claim converges with Ellen Dissanayake and Steven Brown’s as-
sessment in a famous article, provocatively subtitled Neuroaesthetics as 
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Narrow Aesthetics. In that paper, they claim that neuroaesthetics – and 
evolutionary aesthetics insofar as it presupposes the same conceptual 
framework – runs the risk of illegitimately assuming a culturally and his-
torically specific concept of art, as well as the related idea of purely aes-
thetic experience, as a universal paradigm for investigating the roots of 
the arts in human nature (Brown and Dissanayake 2009: 43).  

Consequently, in order to navigate different naturalistic accounts of 
art and the aesthetic, it is crucial to understand whether one is implicitly 
buying into an illegitimate extension of a conception of art as autono-
mous and of aesthetic experience as a sui generis form of experience, 
different from other kinds of interaction with the surrounding context. 

Furthermore, we would argue that naturalist aesthetics should not be 
set in contrast to contributions to the historicization of our conception of 
“Art”. In this sense, it is worth recalling Dewey’s pioneering criticism of 
the “museum conception of art” (Dewey 1934). Complementarily, albeit 
independently, Paul Kristeller provided an essential contribution to the 
historicizing of the concept of art through his inquiry into the establish-
ment of a unitary system of the arts (Kristeller 1951 and Kristeller 1952). 
More recently, Larry Shiner has investigated the material conditions fa-
vouring a conception of disinterested contemplation as the kind of expe-
rience required for an understanding of “Art for the Art’s sake” – namely, 
as an independent realm, separate from artisanal and/or industrial pro-
duction and scientific inquiries, and serving no end in the ordinary world 
(Shiner 2001). 

We suggest that it is possible to maintain both a naturalist approach 
to the arts and, at the same time, an awareness of the historical and cul-
tural boundaries of the autonomistic conception of Art, through the kind 
of cultural naturalism we described in the previous section, as well as by 
explicitly assuming that the arts have been practised in the past and in 
other cultural contexts as continuous with other activities – insofar as 
they were part of religious rituals and civic ceremonies, scaffolded politi-
cal consensus, and displayed individuals’ social status and distinction. Fur-
thermore, this continuity of the arts with other human practices appears 
to still be a characteristic of our form of life, provided we abandon the 
traditional view of art that is prevalent in philosophical aesthetics and the 
history of art, and also consider current widespread broadly artistic activ-
ities and objects, such as mass art, the use of media for aesthetic enjoy-
ment, and the connection of high culture fruition with social and eco-
nomic prestige, now exploited not only by individuals but also by com-
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mercial companies. John Dewey’s aesthetics could be seen as an out-
standing attempt to develop a conception of the arts as the enhancement 
of the natural features of human organic-environmental transactions that 
at the same time reflects an awareness that “aesthetic hunger” (Dewey 
1934) and needs in humans can be – and historically have been – satisfied 
in a variety of ways, depending on the specific form of life developed 
within a naturally social environment and an inherited culture4. 

The issue at stake is to what extent contemporary naturalist accounts 
are capable of keeping natural and cultural features together through a 
view of the arts as continuous with other ordinary practices. Both artistic 
and non-artistic practices, we suggest, are developed within a given cul-
ture that is the result of a dynamically shaped and socially shared envi-
ronment and which responds to needs that are not “written in the genes” 
once and for all, but are rather functions of the interactions between or-
ganisms and the environments they belong to and which they contribute 
to shaping from the inside. That is both of them, organisms and environ-
ment – are exposed to change, although to different degrees.  

The concept of “engineered niche” applied by Richard Richards to the 
aesthetic field can probably be viewed in a similar light (Richards 2019: 
43, see also Portera 2020). We believe that this category should be con-
sidered a hermeneutical tool for acquiring a more flexible and historicized 
conception of human nature, which is crucial when dealing with the arts. 
However, we should resist any temptation to multiply entities and avoid 
new risks of “compartimentalization” (Dewey 1934) that could be intro-
duced again by the idea that each specific artistic practice requires the 
building of a different, peculiar niche.   

4. Towards a less narrow neuroaesthetics? 

One of the most popular current naturalist trends in aesthetics over the 
last two decades has been neuroaesthetics. The term neuroaesthetics 
was coined by Semir Zeki (1999) to express the idea that no theory of 
aesthetics is complete without an understanding of its neurobiological 

 
4 A thorough discussion of the general benefits and problems deriving from the use of 
the concept of ‘aesthetic experience’ – or even from talk of aesthetic aspects with 
reference to different human needs and practices – is still needed. Yet, it clearly ex-
ceeds the scope of this paper. At the moment, we have decided to focus on artistic 
practices. The broader aesthetic perspective will be explored in future papers. 
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foundations. The roots of neuroaesthetics can be traced back to Fech-
ner’s research on experimental aesthetics (1876), Gestalt psychologists’ 
work on the emergence of perception (Wertheimer 1912), and, more re-
cently, Berlyne’s psychobiological study of motivational systems and 
arousal potential (1971). At the turn of the century, Zeki and other col-
leagues such as Tomohiro Ishizu and Hideaki Kawabata were looking for 
specific brain areas correlated with responses to what is considered beau-
tiful, independently of stimulus modality. Recently developed technolo-
gies such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) allowed them 
and other neuroscientists to observe changes in patterns of temporal ac-
tivity in different brain areas in a way that previously had not been possi-
ble. This constitutes a shift from Fechner and Berlyne’s interest in estab-
lishing relations between stimulus properties and individual aesthetic 
pleasure responses. Early neuroaesthetics was aimed at finding universal 
mechanisms for aesthetic responses. Papers such as Kawabata and Zeki 
(2004)’s “Neural correlates of beauty” or Ramachandran and Hirstein’s 
“The science of art: A neurological theory of aesthetic experience” (1999) 
constitute a good example of this early wave of neuroaesthetics. Consid-
ering this interest in seeking essential mechanisms, Andrea Pinotti (2008) 
contends that these works could be regarded as examples of sui generis 
Platonism. Even though these early neuroaestheticians denied the reduc-
tive nature of their work, their focus on finding the principles of brain 
functioning that constrain art production and its experience certainly con-
stitutes an example of ontological reductive naturalism. 

Following classical cognitivist tenets, in first-wave neuroaesthetics re-
search, the fact that everything that is perceived is mediated by neural 
representations is taken for granted. As Alva Noë explains, “[t]his idea 
that a person is a functional assembly of brain cells and associated mole-
cules is not something neuroscience has discovered. It is not something 
that it asserts. It is something it takes for granted” (2015, 94). As a conse-
quence, these essentialist and universalist neuroaesthetic endeavours 
may be regarded as a form of apriorism that presupposes the irrelevance 
of environmental, bodily, and sociocultural processes and attributes the 
role of an enabling condition to the neurological processes taking place 
in specific brain regions.  

However, until know we have referred to first-wave or early neuroaes-
thetics research. How and when did things change? In 2016 some leading 
figures in the field published a joint paper: “Neuroaesthetics: The cognitive 
neuroscience of aesthetic experience”. In this work, Marcus T. Pearce, Dahlia 
W. Zaidel, Oshin Vartanian, Martin Skov, Helmut Leder, Anjan Chatterjee, and 
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Marcos Nadal acknowledged some of the criticisms that neuroaesthetics had 
attracted from both the humanities and the sciences. To address these is-
sues, they tried to provide a framework in which “researchers investigate the 
neurocognitive underpinnings of aesthetic experiences in response to many 
sorts of objects, not just artworks”, being aware that “[a]esthetic experiences 
can relate to beauty but are not limited to beauty alone” (2016, 267). The 
authors also tried to move beyond what they considered to be an inadequate 
focus: “the 18th century Western conception of aesthetic experience, under-
stood as a dispassionate, purposeless, and decontextualized engagement” 
(269). As an alternative, they committed themselves to Richard Shusterman’s 
(1997) notion that aesthetic experience is composed of three dimensions: 
evaluative, affective, and semantic. In conclusion, they argued that research 
in the cognitive neuroscience of aesthetics – a term they preferred to neu-
roaesthetics – should try to “understand the biological and cognitive mecha-
nisms that enable humans to have perceptual experiences that are evaluative 
and affectively absorbing (though possibly not satisfying particular motiva-
tional desires), in individually and culturally meaningful ways” (Pearce et al., 
2016: 269). However, the honest effort behind this paper fell short of its goal. 
According to Martin Skov and Marcos Nadal – already part of the group of 
researchers that co-authored the Pearce et al. text in 2016 – their suggestion 
“has had little following among researchers in empirical aesthetics and neu-
roaesthetics. Most researchers continue to treat the study of art experience 
and the study of sensory pleasure as aspects of the same problem” (Skov and 
Nadal 2020: 631). Yet, Skov and Nadal’s point of view is particularly relevant 
for this paper: they are among the very few researchers on empirical aesthet-
ics and neuroaesthetics who appear to be clearly aware of the problematic 
issue of regarding aesthetic experiences as different from ‘normal’ experi-
ences. In other words, they advocate for a continuistic stance between aes-
thetic and non-aesthetic experiences. They contend that “much research in 
empirical aesthetics and neuroaesthetics rests on ideas about art and aes-
thetic experience that were developed more than two centuries ago”, and 
they claim that “these ideas linger today in the form of assumptions, such as 
that art designates ontologically special objects, the experience of which en-
tails special mental states” (Skov and Nadal 2020: 639). They argue that “only 
by divorcing scientific aesthetics from the special assumptions with art will it 
be possible to define aesthetics in a precise way that turns it into a central 
topic in psychology and neuroscience. […] Aesthetics can be defined as the 
study of how and why a specific sensory stimulus acquires a specific hedonic 
value” (Skov and Nadal 2020: 639). 
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Among the different possibilities explored by neuroaesthetics research, it 
seems that the only approach that is considered naturalist by its support-
ers – namely, the investigation of specific characteristics of aesthetic ex-
periences in brain processes – is constrained by certain philosophical aes-
thetic apriorisms that date back two centuries. In another paper, Skov and 
Nadal (2018) quote Dewey’s main aim, as stated at the beginning of Art 
as Experience: “recovering the continuity of esthetic experience with nor-
mal processes of living” (1934: 9). Afterwards, the authors cannot but 
pose the following question: “Why has the belief that the experience of 
art is a special experience requiring special explanatory mechanisms en-
dured so stubbornly in scientific aesthetics?” (Skov and Nadal 2018: 701). 

We cannot but agree with Skov and Nadal’s recent theoretical work 
on neuroaesthetics: adopting an emergentist and continuistic point of 
view would allow us to develop a powerful naturalist approach to art and 
its experience whereby philosophical and neuroscientific research would 
derive mutual benefits by leaving ontological and methodological reduc-
tive naturalism behind. Neuroaesthetics and experimental aesthetics 
have offered relevant contributions to some particular elements that are 
part of artistic and non-artistic aesthetic experiences. Yet, we suggest, the 
extremely expanded aprioristic idea that aesthetic and non-aesthetic ex-
periences are separated by a qualitative gap from non-aesthetic experi-
ences somehow hampers empirical research. This is the case because of 
the unproven assumption that when someone looks at an art product, 
what the object (or even its digital reproduction) affords is an isolated and 
special type of experience. Focusing on the continuities, tensions, and po-
tential thresholds between different types of experience, as well as on 
specific mechanisms that take place during certain types of encounter 
with art products and other objects – while dropping all essentialist and 
universalist assumptions – would bring empirical research closer to cer-
tain philosophical approaches, such as Deweyan Pragmatism and, more 
recently, aesthetic theories based on 4E theories of cognition.  

5. Enactive aesthetic(s) and naturalism: Noë’s and Gallagher’s enactive 
approaches 

Theories of 4E cognition – i.e., embodied, embedded, extended, and en-
active cognition, sometimes also including ecological approaches – con-
stitute a varied set of accounts that offer several alternatives to cognitivist 
models of the mind. Among these theories, the enactive framework of 
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cognition (Varela, Thompson, and Rosch 1991) was developed around 
two main tenets: (1) perception consists in perceptually guided action 
and (2) cognitive structures emerge from the recurrent sensorimotor pat-
terns that allow action to be perceptually guided (Varela, Thompson, and 
Rosch 1991: 173). One could argue that aesthetics has not been a popular 
field of inquiry among enactive researchers. Yet, in recent years an in-
creasing number of attempts have been made to provide general and 
specific frameworks for different types of aesthetic experiences (Brinck 
2018; Brincker 2015; Carvalho 2019; Gallagher 2011, 2021; Noë 2015; 
Vara Sánchez 2021). These approaches are generally characterized by an 
emphasis on those relational and dynamic processes that emerge from a 
sociocultural engagement between the agent and the environment. In 
other words, enactive aesthetic theories try to account for the qualitative 
richness of aesthetic experiences and their tensions and continuities with 
general experience. It has been argued that this aim is merely a particular 
example of the ‘non-reductive naturalism’ that characterizes certain en-
active approaches (Di Paolo et al. 2010). According to Di Paolo and col-
leagues, this point of view implies that enactivism “sees the properties of 
living and cognitive systems as forming part of a continuum and conse-
quently advocates a scientific program that explores several phases along 
this dimension” (Di Paolo et al. 2010: 36). This idea is clearly and explicitly 
indebted to John Dewey’s philosophy (Di Paolo 2018: 74). In the specific 
case of enactive aesthetics, Dewey’s aesthetic goal of restoring the con-
tinuity between the intensified forms of experience that constitute art-
works and everyday events (Dewey 1934: 3), along with other relevant 
ideas, is often explicitly invoked in enactive texts and used as a starting 
point to develop enactive accounts (Noë 2015; Gallagher 2021; Vara 
Sánchez 2021). 

However, when speaking of enactive aesthetics, one could make the 
point that there are at least two main trends. The first would be Noë’s 
externalist and – at least to some extent – anti-neuroscientific theory. Its 
externalism derives from the fact that he contends that certain tools and 
practices resist our tendency to offload cognitive processes onto them 
and that this circumstance, in turn, grants them the capacity to re-organ-
ize us in our interaction with them. It is for this reason that according to 
Noë art is only successful as a re-organizational practice that grants us a 
second-order access to first-order organizational activities. This differen-
tial access is the by-product of unveiling us to ourselves. From this point 
of view, philosophy, art, and other re-organizational practices ensure the 
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possibility for us to perceive previously unnoticed aspects of daily activi-
ties, such as dancing or paint-making. Noë’s approach has been criticized 
for its emphasis in dividing biology and culture (Burnett and Gallagher 
2021) and for his “wholehearted dismissal of empirical accounts to the 
arts” (Fingerhut 2018: 89). These and other circumstances make Noë’s 
theory a very specific form of externalist, practice-based naturalism. In-
deed, according to Burnett and Gallagher, Noë’s “emphasis on a division 
between activities (which use tools) and practices (which use strange 
tools), and in which practices are artistic by virtue of their lack of biologi-
cal utility, further perpetuates the problem of a strict division between 
‘higher’ and lower’ cognition” (Burnet and Gallagher 2020: 164). How-
ever, we are not sure that Alva Noë really supports a distinction between 
biology and culture. Rather, we find that a more problematic issue is his 
strict separation between the primary technologies by which humans or-
ganize their interactions and second-order practices, which involve the 
adoption of a reflective attitude towards first-order activities. Are we jus-
tified in considering only explicitly reflective practices to be artistic, and 
in establishing such a rigid dichotomy between first-order activities and 
second-order practices? A strict distinction works well with twentieth-
century Western arts but excludes a vast array of practices that have al-
ways been part of the human world– above all, participatory practices 
such as dance within rites and ceremonies in traditional communities, as 
well as dancing in discos in contemporary societies5. 

The other enactive trend characterizes aesthetic experiences as con-
stituted by situated and embodied dynamics emerging from processes 
that are also part of non-aesthetic experiences. From this point of view a 
relevant ontological feature of such frameworks follows: their pluralism 
with regard to aesthetic experiences. According to Gallagher, “we should 
not think that aesthetic experience is just one thing, or that there is any 
one phenomenology (or for that matter one signature neural pattern) of 
the aesthetic” (Gallagher 2021: 138). Among the different proposals that 
could be assigned to this current (see Brincker 2015 and Vara Sánchez 
2021), we will focus on Gallagher’s account of aesthetic experiences from 
the point of view of the performer (Gallagher 2021). 

Basically, Gallagher regards aesthetics as a way to approach the con-
tinuity between everyday actions and specific art-related activities. In this 

 
5 In our opinion, this is one of the reasons why Noë partly misunderstands and dichot-
omizes Ellen Dissanayake’s view of art as the process of making things special, when 
discussing it in the fifth chapter of Strange tools: Art and human nature. 
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regard, his understanding of aesthetics is influenced by John Dewey’s 
thought. Dewey’s main aim of restoring the “continuity between the re-
fined and intensified forms of experience that are works of art and the 
everyday events, doings, and sufferings that are universally recognized to 
constitute experience” (Dewey 1934: 3) is echoed by Gallagher (Gallagher 
2021: 28). However, Gallagher’s aesthetic thinking presents certain pecu-
liarities, most notably an emphasis on the capacity of art to suspend our 
habits of thought. However, unlike in Noë’s case, this suspension does 
not come from the external object, but emerges within the unfolding ex-
perience as a possibility of action that cannot be completely fulfilled. This 
idea, based on Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy, means that art-related expe-
riences – whether seen from the point of view of the performer or the 
viewer – set themselves apart from other everyday encounters thanks to 
their capacity to reveal something as strange. These two aspects could be 
considered contradictory, but they can also be regarded as two compet-
ing features at work within aesthetic contexts that distinguish art and its 
experience from other human practices. Within this general framework, 
Gallagher builds his account of the aesthetic experience of performers on 
the psychological notion of ‘meshed architecture’ (Christensen et al. 
2016) as a model that explains the integration of perceptual and cognitive 
elements with sensorimotor processes and on Richard Wollheim’s (2015) 
aesthetic notion of twofoldness. He contends that the performer – i.e., 
actor, musician, or dancer – undergoes a process of double attunement 
that encompasses the performer’s perspective on her character and her 
own performing processes. Gallagher argues that, during performances, 
this double attunement is characterized by a double awareness: on the 
one hand, the awareness of the character being portrayed, the music be-
ing played, the dance being danced, and so forth; on the other, the self-
awareness involved in the meshed architecture that characterizes the 
performance, the playing, the dancing. This double process expands, 
questions, and brings to the verge of collapse the meshed architecture 
from which it emerges and to which it returns. For this reason, it is neither 
externalist nor internalist: it is structured by the enactive, embodied, and 
embedded set of dynamical factors that constitute the horizontal and ver-
tical axes of the meshed architecture. 

Physical and social affordances are some of the factors that contribute 
to this task-dependent structures that emerge during performance. Af-
fordances do not depend exclusively either on the objective properties of 
the environment or on subjective features on the agent. They are action 
possibilities perceived by an individual in an environment in relation to 
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her own sensorimotor and bodily skills (Gibson 1979). However, for Gal-
lagher and other embodied and enactive researchers, these affordances 
do not only shape our actions and perceptions in specific ways, but also 
our deliberations and imaginings (Gallagher and Varga 2020). In other 
words, for Gallagher, the performer’s engagement with the affordance 
space is open to various action possibilities offered by the environment 
in relation to her specific set of skills. These affordances are among those 
factors that come together during the dynamical and cohesive gestalt 
that constitutes the experience of an artistic performance, for “[e]ach 
time I act on an affordance in the material, the material changes shape 
and affords new possibilities for my action. This becomes a fluid process 
in which the material and the cognizer co-constitute one another as one 
system. Whether we are sculpting, throwing a pot, or dancing, the mate-
rial that we are engaging with presents us with different affordances for 
action” (Kronsted and Gallagher 2021: 41). 

Despite Gallagher’s almost exclusive focus on performance, which 
raises the question on how and if the notion of double attunement can 
be generalized to the audience, his theory shows one differential aspect 
of what we have presented as a second enactive trend: the fact that re-
searchers take into consideration empirical research from different fields 
such as psychology or neurosciences. They rely on different scientific dis-
ciplines to develop accounts of the processes emerging during specific 
aesthetic contexts in relation to non-aesthetic ones. These results are 
placed within an embodied and socially embedded context through rela-
tional notions such as the aforementioned ones of affordance, attune-
ment, and entrainment. 

These dynamic concepts, which play a role in our everyday engage-
ments with persons, objects, and events, are used to account for the mul-
tiple dimensions that coexist while contemplating a painting (Brincker 
2015; Burnett and Gallagher 2021) or while dancing and performing (Gal-
lagher 2021). This trend in enactive naturalism, therefore, is not limited 
to empirical research, but it does not ignore it either. In trying to present 
an a posteriori perspective, the authors focus on identifying the points of 
connection and tension between everyday experiences and the different 
aspects of the aesthetic, sometimes through phenomenological method-
ologies. Only then, through the discussion, analysis, and integration of 
theoretical concepts and empirical research from different fields, do en-
active approaches try to identify some emergent dynamics able to drive 
the emergence of the aesthetic within experience. As in Dewey’s case, 
enactive accounts tend to rely on a non-reductionist vision of emergence. 
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However, one problem faced by enactivism is that, as of yet, there is no 
account able to encompass in a systematic way the particularities of glob-
ally embodied and embedded processes and its experiential correlations 
and significance. 

6. Conclusion: from a continuistic theory of art to the continuum of expe-
rience 

In this paper, we have provided a framework to navigate through con-
temporary trends in naturalist aesthetics. We started by presenting some 
criteria for discriminating between different types of naturalism. We then 
argued for the benefits of approaches focused on continuistic and emer-
gentist points of view and, finally, discussed their relevance within some 
current naturalist perspectives such as neuroaesthetics and enactive aes-
thetics. We will now summarize what we consider to be the main conclu-
sions of our discussion. 

First, there are several conceptions of naturalism that have influenced 
different approaches to the analysis of artworks and their experience in 
recent decades. Among them is the physicalist stance which, in an aes-
thetic context, seeks to explain the experience of art in terms of neural 
processes. This ontological reductionism encourages the following meth-
odological claim: philosophical problems should be translatable into sci-
entific questions. As an alternative, we propose Dewey’s characterization 
of cultural naturalism. Here are some relevant features of this perspec-
tive: it involves a form of continuity between the artistic and the non-
artistic, it admits diverse scientific accounts as helpful and complemen-
tary strategies, it replaces linear conceptions of causality with a perspec-
tive focused on mutually conditioning processes, and it involves an un-
derstanding of natural and cultural aspects as subject to evolution via re-
ciprocal interaction. It is important to note that many of these tenets are 
clearly aligned with contemporary embodied, situated, and enactive aes-
thetic approaches. 

A second criterion for discriminating between naturalist positions in 
aesthetics is the conception of art that they assume. Some researchers 
from fields such as neuroaesthetics or evolutionary aesthetics support, 
either explicitly or implicitly, autonomistic and unitary definitions of art. 
Conversely, scholars such as Brown and Dissanayake, and more recently 
Skov and Nadal, claim that naturalist approaches to arts should be aware 
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of the historic and cultural influences, since artistic and non-artistic prac-
tices are developed within specific cultural and social contexts and, as a 
result, respond to interactions between organisms and their environ-
ment. 

The most relevant conclusions of our paper were those obtained by 
applying these criteria to two popular current naturalist trends in aesthet-
ics: neuroaesthetics and the enactive approach. Regarding neuroaesthet-
ics, we contend that there is an evolution to be found between the origi-
nal cognitivist program presented by Zeki or Ramachandran and more re-
cent contributions by researchers such as Skov and Nadal. Interestingly, 
in their works we find references to Dewey’s work and calls to adopt a 
continuistic perspective between art and non-artistic practices, as well as 
to abandon ontological and methodological reductive naturalism. It is our 
opinion that neuroaesthetics constitutes an interesting approach to study 
our experience of artworks as long as it focuses on these continuities, 
tensions, and potential thresholds between different types of experience 
and leaves essentialist and universalist ambitions behind. 

When considering the nascent field of enactive aesthetics, we have 
also found perspectives that emphasize different dimensions of natural-
ism. For Noë, the naturalistic roots of the arts lie in the strange, external 
tools that are part of our practices and activities. This leads Noë to sup-
port what has been considered an externalist and anti-neuroscientific 
perspective. We contend that this point of view raises certain difficulties 
in relation to participatory and improvisational practices. An approach 
aimed at these specific activities has been offered by Gallagher’s model 
of the performer’s aesthetic experience. Gallagher’s point of view favours 
interdisciplinary and continuistic points of view by resorting to the notion 
of affordance and other dynamic concepts aimed at leaving behind ten-
sions between externalist and internalist perspectives. However, this ap-
proach has to be further developed in order to expand it to the point of 
view of the viewer. 

To sum up, this exploration of the main naturalist trends in current 
aesthetics reveals the inadequacy of the traditional alternative between 
naturalistic and culturalist accounts and supports the adoption of nature-
culture continuity as a more suitable conceptual framework for setting 
the inquiry into the functions and significance of the arts within the hu-
man world. 
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